
50ml
treats
100 Litres

● Delivers optimum torque & power
● Enhances starting
● Lower fuel consumption
● Lower smoke & emissions
● Reduces sludge
● Inhibits microbial contamination

Available
in 50ml to 1L  
bottle sizes

Diesel ECO Plus
www.siriusmarine.co.uk/oneshot

Red Diesel composition changed in 2011. Reduced sulphur (natural biocide) and increased Biodiesel 
(7%) has led to a series of potential issues for diesel boat owners. When cruising the waterways you will at 
some point need to refuel, and as fuel sources cannot always be guaranteed, it is recommended that 
you check the fuel sources for “Diesel Bug” and other contaminants. This is especially important after 
winter or prior to the last refuel before winter storage.

OneShot Diesel ECO Plus was developed to remove this uncertainty by providing a complete solution to 
red diesel storage issues and maximise marine diesel engine performance. 

OneShot Diesel ECO Plus contains antioxidants, a bug biocide, and improves 
lubrication of internal engine parts providing a complete conditioning of your 
fuel to ensure your engine is cleaned and protected whilst cruising the 
waterways. It does all this while maximising fuel economy and reducing the 
environmental impact of your diesel emissions.

Used immediately prior to every refuel will ensure your engine and fuel delivers Used immediately prior to every refuel will ensure your engine and fuel delivers 
when it matters. OneShot Diesel ECO Plus is your continuous fuel, tank and 
engine conditioner in a bottle.

Prevents Diesel Bug                                Cleans Engine parts and fuel lines           Reduces particulates & emissions

OneShot Diesel ECO Plus should be added to the fuel tank prior to every refuel, 
ensuring maximum protection and performance while cruising the waterways 
and coast.
 
A 1 Litre bottle of OneShot Diesel ECO Plus treats up to 2000 litres of fuel!

Why worry when cruising the waterways?
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